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Good morning everyone! Please remember that you can still access your books on Bug Club. 

 

Phonics/SPAG (Task 1) 

 

Task 1a: 

If you normally do Read, Write inc. in a morning, or even if you don’t but you fancy a recap, please 

visit the video, where you will learn the ‘ow’ sound. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfY2ZiHgZPs  

 

Task 1b: 

If you do not normally do Read, Write inc. please complete this task instead.  

Today is the last day of punctuation and we’ve got a fun PowerPoint game to play. Spin the spinner and 

write a sentence based on the subject and punctuation it lands on. 

E.g. If my spinners landed on ‘food’ and ‘?’, my sentence could be: 

Shall we go to Pizza Hut for tea tonight John? 

Or, if ‘animal’ and ‘.’ my sentence could be: 

India really wants some of my pizza but she’s not allowed because it’s bad for her.  

If I spun ‘space’ and ‘!’ my sentence could be: 

What a shame astronauts can’t eat pizza in space!  

If I spun ‘birthday’ and ‘.’ my sentence could be: 

Mrs O’Neill very kindly bought me a Domino’s voucher for my Birthday.  

Spin a few times so you get the opportunity to create a few different sentences. These can either be 

written or spoken.  

The final game is best played with someone else in your house but you can play it alone if you wish. 

Click on two of the question mark cards. If the sentence and punctuation match correctly, you get a 

point. Keep playing until you have revealed all of the cards.  

 

English (Task 2) 

Read or watch chapter 13 of George’ Marvellous Medicine: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bds_st-4leo  

The first three questions ask for your opinions on parts of the story. Try to include a conjunction in 

your answers to make them more detailed.  

This video will remind you all about conjunctions and has some challenges for you to complete too: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qX_Gtrp3Jb4 

The last part of the activity asks you to use a dictionary (or Google search) to find the definitions 

(meanings) of some of the unusual vocabulary found in the chapter.  

 

Maths (Task 3) 

Many of you enjoyed the previous horsey money challenge so Tango and Kenzy kindly agreed to help 

us with today’s maths challenge too.  

The answers are included separately in case you find any of the questions too tricky.  

 

PSHCE 

Today’s Jigsaw activity involves using our imagination –something we are very good at! Follow the 

instructions and get creative designing your very own Dream Bird. 
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IT’S HALF TERM!! Have a lovely, well-earned break everyone. I hope that the weather is kind and we 

all get to spend plenty of time playing outdoors. Thank you for all your hard work this half term. We 

can’t wait to see you all soon. 

 

Take care, 

Mrs Dent, Mrs French and Miss Hall  


